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Metamorphosis: Hoe kinderen en 
actieve modaliteit bijdragen aan een 
inclusieve stad



76% van de kinderen in de UK en 29% in 
Nederland komen minder buiten dan 

gevangen 

(Edelman, 2016; CBS. 2016 & UNHCR, 1977)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Nederland: 24%<1uur, 66% 1-3uur, 10%>3uur Bron: OBiN, 2006-2014. Bewerking: Mulier Instituut, 2017.Some 12,000, parents across the UK, the US, Portugal, Brazil, China, South Africa, Turkey, India, Indonesia and Vietnam were questioned about their children’s play habits. Overall 74 per cent of British parents said their children have an hour or less of outdoor play a day compared to only 65 per cent of those in the US and 56 per cent worldwide. Guidelines from the office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights recommends prisoners get at least an hour of open air exercise a day. A third of those in the UK said their child plays outdoors for less than half an hour a day. And 18 per cent of British parents admitted their child does not play outside on a typical day, four and a half times the rate seen in the developing countries surveyed.The weather was the biggest reason given – by seven in 10 parents worldwide and 82 per cent in Britain – followed by a lack of parental time (31 per cent in the UK) and danger or safety fears, cited by 40 per cent of parents globally but only 23 per cent in the UK. Sir Ken Robinson, an author and education expert, who is advising the project, said: “Academic research shows that active play is the natural and primary way that children learn. “It is essential to their healthy growth and progress, particularly during periods of rapid brain development. “Yet, too often play is disregarded as frivolous and pointless. “Consequently, there’s a growing, and alarming, tendency to reduce time for active play in children’s lives – both at school and home.”Conclusie In dit factsheet zien we dat kinderen minder buitenspelen dan enkele jaren geleden. Naarmate de kinderen ouder worden, spelen jongens minder vaak buiten, al is dit geen sterke afname. Meisjes spelen wat vaker buiten naarmate ze ouder worden. Kinderen die in een weinig tot niet-stedelijke omgeving wonen spelen het meest buiten. Het buitenspelen in Nederland staat onder druk, maar van een drastische daling is geen sprake. 
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Presentation Notes
H. But kids rely on their transport on their parents or facilities that they can reach independent by bike. Therefore it needs to be and feel safe. For example School mobility is a hot topic: in a framework where transport-related CO2 emissions continue to increase, school traffic accounts for about a 15% of the total traffic at urban level. Researches in different EU countries show that kids driven to school by car range from 30 to 60% according to country and school grade (Schoolchance). 
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Presentation Notes
H. Parents want their kids to be safe but instead of relying on safer infrastructure they see it as good parenting to drive their kids around. Besides we all know how angry people can get if they cant park before their house. Multi Person households in the Netherlands. Statline 201587,1 1 car52,0 2 cars28,6 3 cars6,5   4 cars
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Presentation Notes
H. Because car transportation is on the agenda of the voters politicians have ears for it. Kids on the other hand have much less influence and have a very weak connection to power so their wishes are quite often lower on the agenda. 
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Presentation Notes
H. Also in the information side there is a lack of up to date information about kids since doing research with kids is quite difficult. It took us months to get our project ethics and privacy wise approvedSo we end up with a situation where kids have a different perspectives on well designed cities but are not heard by parents, politicians and scientist.  



Het ontwikkelen en implementeren 
van bottom-up maatregelen met 

kinderen om blijvende 
gedragsverandering te realiseren om 

wijken kindvriendelijker te maken. 





Southampton

Tilburg

Zürich

München

Merano Graz

Alba Iulia

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain the different contexts METAMORPHOSIS will include trial implementation cities with completely different neighbourhoods. The cities have different sizes: Munich (DE) ca. 1,5 Mio inhabitants, Zürich (CH) 400.000, Graz (AT) 290.000, Southampton (UK) 240.000, Tilburg (NL) 210.000, Alba Iulia (RO) 63.000 and Merano (IT) 40.000. Each city will participate with up to four different neighbourhoods, selected to have a wide variety: in size, structure, density and diversity. The scope ranges from mono-functional living areas to vibrant neighbourhoods with many different functions and a high share of migrants. There are newly developed areas as well as old deprived neighbourhoods, low-rise as well as high-rise areas, and also areas that are either more connected or are more isolated from the city centre. All selected cities are developing entirely new neighbourhoods by 2020 



WP1. Management
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Analyse
Kinderen als 
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vragenstellers

Implementatie
Kinderen als 
facilitators

Kennis 
overdracht
Kinderen als 
kennisdelers

Empowerment
Kinderen als 
motivators

Evaluatie
Kinderen als 
beoordelaars
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Presentation Notes
N: Explain the connections between the works packages how this involves children. . Connect the dots.  Wp1: there is no place for kids in management. Joke maybe that's for the better haha. Wp2 user involvement. Explain the yes but why and why it's such a good way to learn about a problem Wp3. let children help to think about solution. Tell the story of the schoolscan Wp4. implementation let children join in the implementation. Tell story of parking spot transformation in zurich and how kids got in to conversation with parents. Wp5. empowerment. Parents are much more willing to do things if their kids asks instead of the government. Let kids tell their story to their parents and change their minds. Wp6. als measures are evaluated by the professionals and the kids. Both are equally important. Wp7.  transfer. Kids tell stories. People who love them are more likely to listen 



Interventies in de 
openbare ruimte

Tijdelijke
wegsluitingen

Educatieve
en
innovatieve
tools

Empowerment 
van actieve
mobiliteit

Crystallisatie
punten

Planning 
procedures en
integratie in 
SUMP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain the activity fields Interventions in the public space Temporary street closures Educational and innovative tools Empowerment of active mobility Crystallisation points Planning procedures and integration in SUMP



Ga er op uit met 
de kinderen
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Presentation Notes
Many sustainable mobility plans are not well equipped to deal with anything temporary. This is a missed opportunity because this is the neiche to experiement, get people on board, see if it works and if it does slowly improve the duration. 



Bouw met 
kinderen
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Presentation Notes
Many sustainable mobility plans are not well equipped to deal with anything temporary. This is a missed opportunity because this is the neiche to experiement, get people on board, see if it works and if it does slowly improve the duration. 



Evalueer met 
kinderen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was the part I was the most sceptical about when I started working on this project. And you know what, the kids absolutely proofed me wrong. If you ask them a clear question they proofed to be able to answer it. So if you just ask them. What do you want in the neighbourhood? They don’t know, but if you fist do a schoolscan, in which they show you their neighbourhood, and rate places they like and did not like, and  The possibility to have a limited number of parking spots in new private housing projects ("car-reduced living"), in communal as well as in private projectsDense network of footpaths and bike lanes in residential area"car-reduced living“Few parking spots on public ground (above-ground)	Promotion of car sharing modelsChildren’s participation is more than just asking them for their ideas and views. It’s about listening to them, taking them seriously and turning their ideas and suggestions into reality. It is also about providing them with the ability to influence some of the things that affect them and at the same time helping adults understand children’s issues through their lens. 



Bouw coalities 
rond kinderen
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Strong leadership is often seen as one of the main ingridients of succesful projects. But we believe there is a step with hugh oppotunity before that. Decission makes likke polticians listen to the public opinion. Therfore ist so hard to change parking spots haha. But by bending the public oppinion, bring them together and find a common interest,  kids shown a window for opportunity. Children, together with their parents and teachers proofed to be excelent facilitators in this process. 



Verander het 
perspectief van 
steden
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Presentation Notes
Limit roads to 30kph in residential areas and city centres and make roads more narrow in order to place more cycle lanes. This makes cars less attractive, improves the position of active modes and decreases the pollution in space where people live. Develop more shared spaces where the car is not the mode of transportation that in on top of the food chain but it has to wait for a cyclist or a pedestrian. In tilburg kids took back the streets around their school and painted the roads into an artwork with calk. Parents were briefed and involved which created a positive atmosphere where people genuanly enjoyed the implementation. This way of working together could be the key in creating successful SUMP’s



Plan voor actieve 
modaliteit
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Limit the number of parkingspots. Create a dense cycle network. Make facilities available with in reach of active modes. People already want to buy a car if they need to reach a spot that is only accessible by car ones a week. By creating a dense foot- and cycle network this is possible and having an active lifestyle is very doable. Also create opportunities for car sharing. 



Uitdaging voor
stadsplanners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just like the kids are doing while hola hooping, its all about ballencing out and learning from eachotherIt takes an expert to develop a sump Work together, learn from each otherEuropean collaborationPartnerships involvement  not only mobility experts, but also e.g. experts in the field of child-friendly developmentTransparency and communication: Both about the strategy and the planned measures



1. geteste soft maatregelen, 322, 77% +/++
2. samenwerken met kinderen++
3. Nieuwe tools voor M&E.
4. verlicht het perspectief van kinderen.
5. Verander de mindset van steden. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plenty of soft measures are evaluated in various contexts paving the way for evidence-based soft measures (322) 77%Explores new ways of working with children and let them participate in every stem of the process (Cities are very satisfied with 46% of the measures, and 31% is satisfied. Results exceeded expectations, especially for those measures in cooperation with children where creativity and fun play a crucial role)New monitoring and evaluation tools are developed. Focussing on making the result of soft measures measurable  (by planning, implementing and evaluated we learn new ways every year.)Kids have a radical different perspective on urban planning. This project enlightens this perspective through the workshops and it shows that if the assignement is clear kids come up with very usefull results. The mindset of the cities shifts. Tilburg is now rethinking all its school zones 



Website: www.metamorphosis-project.eu
YouTube: Childfriendly cities - METAMORPHOSIS
LinkedIn: EU Metamorphosis project
Facebook: EU Metamorphosis project
Instagram: eumetamorphosisproject

“The project leading to this application has received funding 
from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation programme under grant agreement No 723375”.

TUD: Data Analysis of soft measures
SOTON: Temporary Street Closures & 

Interventions in Public Space, 
Crystalisation points

BUas: 20 good reasons for neighbourhood
transformations

01-12-2019
11-12-2019

January 2020

Webinars: 

Socials: 

http://www.metamorphosis-project.eu/


Sources:

Getting to know Metamorphosis
• Metamorphosis philosophy
• What is a child friendly city?
• International contexts
• Coffee break
• Objectives
• Approach 
• Implementations
• Analysis and evaluation
• Scale up

Workshop
• Lunch
• Challenge scope
• Location selection
• Solution finding
• Solution selection 
• What can you do
• Pitch 
• Feedback
• Drinks  
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Tell them briefly todays planning 



Presentation content: Nick van Apeldoorn (BUas, 
Breda University of Applied Sciences, NL)
graphics used in this presentation (slide 4,5,6,7,11,12) 
© N. van Apeldoorn (BUas, Breda University of Applied 
Sciences, NL), 2019. Graphics slide 13 are partly open 
source from Flaticon. 

Video’s and picture 3&12 used in this presentation are 
copyright free from: Pexels. Other pictures © 
Metamorphosis.

All logo’s used in this presentation are from European 
organisations in which Metamorphosis participates 

Questions/remarks: apeldoorn.n@buas.nl

“The project leading to this application has received 
funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation programme under grant 
agreement No 723375”.
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N + H. End. name the logo’s again, refer to social media, thanks the audience 
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